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5.
EVENT HORIZON

7.
FOAM ON WAVES

Source: Event Horizon. (n.d.) In Wikipedia. Retrieved
January 20, 2016.

Source: Contemplation sketch by Amber Veel.

In general relativity, an event horizon is a boundary in
spacetime beyond which events cannot affect an outside
observer.
The event horizon as a skin between life and death.

As foam on waves; our body evolved out of the
movement of matter; as series of coincidental events.
The result is a fragile ‘body’ floating on waves, to be
dissolved back into them once again.

23.
HOLLOW BODY - SKIN
OPENING
Source: unknown

24.
TRANSPARENT SKIN
Source: Photo of a tag by Laser 3.14 (Borgerstraat,
Amsterdam, 2011)

29.
GROWING AN EMPTY
SKIN

40.
VALUE OF TOUCH

Source: Internet download
http://www.celebritytattoodesign.com/pharrell-williams-isnthappy-with-his-tattoos

Quote: “It was strange that the tactile sense, which is so
infinitely less precious to men than sight, become at
critical moments our main, if not only, handle to
reality.”
How touch can help us understand life and death.

"These guys actually grow the skin for you."

Source: Copy from book: ‘Lolita’ by V. Nabocov, page 304.

42.
SKIN ABSORBING THE
ABSOLUTE PERSONAL

78.
OUR SOUL BEHIND A
GLOVE OF SKIN

Source: Copy from book: 'Windstilte van de ziel' by Joke
Hermsen.

Source: Copy from book; 'Het menselijk lichaam'. By dr. J.H.
van der Berg, 1959.

I believe that our skin collects traces of our life. Joke
Hermsen underwrites this concept in her queste to ‘find
the soul’.

Would it be the soul that is housed beneath our skin?

82.
LIFE SIZE BODY
EXPERIENCE

84.
LIFE REMEBERING
SKIN

Source: Writing by Amber Veel.

Source: Screenshot from film: 'Memento'. Director:
Christopher Nolan, 2001 (NL)
A man creates a strange system to help him remember
things; so he can hunt for the murderer of his wife
without his short-term memory loss being an obstacle.

95.
EMBALMED LENIN
Source: dailymail.co.uk, 24 April, 2015
Vladmir Lenin may have been dead for 90 years, but his
corpse looks better than the day he passed. This is the
claim made by his embalmers, who have developed
experimental techniques to maintain the look and feel of
the communist revolutionary's body.

